Sten Grillner
How did you start your career in science? My fascination with animal behaviour stems from my childhood in the small city of Norrkoping. Later in life, this has become a passion for understanding the cellular bases of behaviour -sometimes referred to as neuroethology. In medical school, I became hooked on neurophysiology, which led to my starting in Anders Lundberg's laboratory at University of Göteborg, at the time doing cutting-edge research on the spinal cord, and did my PhD on descending and reflex control of different types of motoneuron. At the same time, I started to become interested in integrated processes, such as stretch reflexes and rhythmic motor activity.
At the Academy of Science in Moscow, Grigori Orlovsky together with Mark Shik had shown that cats lacking a forebrain could be made to walk, trot and gallop, a finding that fascinated me and opened up new possibilities for studying integrated Q & A that contribute to the CPG and to study their synaptic interactions and membrane properties. Together with Peter Wallén and many collaborators, we compiled a variety of evidence that we thought allowed an understanding of how the CPG operates. How could one test whether our findings could indeed account for network behaviour? I know of no other way than modelling, because so many factors co-vary during network activity, from ion channel subtypes in a given neuron to synaptic interaction. We have therefore used modelling over many years, with the help of Anders Lansner and his colleagues. The modelling showed that the inferences from our experimental studies can account for the operation of the locomotor CPG and how it generates forward and backward locomotion, steering and so forth. Modelling has since become an integral part of my research strategy in conjunction with detailed experimentation.
Who is your scientific hero?
Charles Darwin is probably number one for me, as for many others. He was observant, had the ability to pose important questions, and provide clear answers and explain them well, even to the lay public. He exploited all means available to him, from the microscope to writing letters to missionaries in different parts of the world with diverse enquiries, for instance about the expression of emotions in different cultures (do they smile, cry, look puzzled, and so on). He concluded that these different expressions of emotions are indeed characteristic of our species, but of course what we laugh at can be culturally specific. Moreover, he was a humble and, at the same time, radical individual, as is evident from his autobiography.
At a contemporary level, I find Eric Kandel's elegant utilization of Aplysia to get at basic cellular mechanisms for memory formation exemplary, as is Tom Jessell's impressive dissection of the developmental mechanisms underlying the formation of spinal cord circuits in mammals.
Do you have a motto for your scientific work?
The Swedish painter Ivan Agueli, from the early part of the 20th century, had the motto "you can never be too exact, too deep and too simple". I believe strongly that this can be applied to any scientific endeavour, including my own.
What is your current ambition in research?
To understand the neural mechanisms underlying decision-making and selection of behaviour in the vertebrate nervous system -an understanding based on processes at the microcircuit level. Subcortical nuclei, like the dorsal and ventral striatum and amygdala, are critical in this respect. Although the mammalian cortex is important, I believe that basic mechanisms of decision-making rely to a very large degree on the basal ganglia and related circuits -I think many of my colleagues tend to overrate the relative role of cerebral cortex in this context.
In the lamprey model, we now investigate the neural mechanisms for selection of behaviour with a focus on the role of the basal ganglia and related forebrain mechanisms. We have recently reported in this journal that all components of the mammalian basal ganglia are present in the lamprey (StephensonJones et al. (2011) . Evolutionary conservation of the basal ganglia as a common vertebrate mechanism for action selection. Curr. Biol. 21, 1081-1091); the basal ganglia is thus a very conserved structure, the basic features of which have remained unchanged over more than 500 million years. It was well developed long before mammals were conceived! What are your views on the increasing interest in 'computational biology'? I strongly believe that the brain is not understandable without the aid of modelling/simulation, but this must be based firmly on rigorous experimentation. At each organizational level, from the interior of a cell, to microcircuits and the systems level, there are a great number of dynamically interactive processes. Take just the many different ion channels in different parts of a nerve cell and their interaction in forming the dynamic membrane potential trajectory, or at the network level the interaction between different nerve cells with different cellular properties, utilizing different subtypes of synapse. The human mind cannot readily handle a large number of dynamically interactive processesordinary computers, and when required supercomputers, will be able to help evaluate if available experimental facts in reality can account for a given function. This approach of combining experiments and modelling in an interactive way has been an important part of my research strategy over many years.
To further promote this approach I have, over the last decade, been involved in building up a global infrastructure for neuroinformatics, forming the 'International Neuroinformatics Coordinating Facility' (INCF) with a secretariat in Stockholm, financed through 16 member countries. Neuroinformatics, encompassing both modelling/ simulation and the development of databases extending from genes to cognition and mechanisms of disease, will most likely play an important role in facilitating a rapid development of basic and clinical neuroscience.
What do you think are the biggest challenges for current neuroscience? For basic neuroscience, the biggest challenge over the next decades will lie in reaching an understanding of the many different aspects of brain function, based on knowledge of relevant genes, cells and microcircuits -that is, to bridge from cells and molecules to global brain function. During the last few decades there has been a phenomenal development at the cellular and molecular level on one hand, and cognitive neuroscience and brain imaging on the other. The fundamental challenge is to make them meet. Fortunately the brain is modular, which makes this great task somewhat less daunting.
Another priority concerns the many mental and neurological diseases of the brain that represent a very large burden for society, the patients and their families. Progress so far has been limited, and the experimental models for mental disease need to be improved.
What advice would you offer someone wondering whether to start a career in biology? First, I would say that biology is fascinating at any level, from field studies to structural biology. Second, look for a problem or an area that fascinates you, rather than one that may be fashionable at the time. Look around and listen carefully to suggestions made by different scientists and your peers, but do not necessarily follow the advice.
Much of success in science relates to defining the problem at hand and the experimental strategy, and at the same time being prepared to continuously modify the trajectory of the study dependent on the results. The unexpected may be the most important. Finally, you are most likely in for a laborious but at the same time fascinating and thrilling time -if you made the right choice. 
